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ILS ETAIENT CINQ... *

by

MARC CRAMER

The author of this work, which bears the subtitle " Naissance
de la Croix Rouge " (The Birth of the Red Cross) and which is
complete with some fine illustrations, undertook the task in 35 pages
of giving a clear account, in the form of a short biography, of the
personality of each member of the Committee of Five as well as of
some of their successors. Along these lines he has traced the main
aspects of the foundation and history of the Red Cross.

The apparently insuperable difficulties which the Committee
encountered and the courage and determination which they dis-
played to have their ideas prevail are common knowledge. In the
succession of wars the ICRC's task was seen to be ever increasing,
including protection for prisoners of war and civilians, restitution
to the families of troops killed in the field of their belongings, and
many other tasks. Mr. Marc Cramer pays tribute in passing to
Dr. Fre"de"ric Ferriere who, during the First World War, organized
the Civilian Mail Service which developed enormously from 1940
onwards. " All these neglected letters were assembled by him ; he
sorted them out with great care every evening in his office with
the help of his family. He began sending letters everywhere,
seeking help ; he intensified his approaches to national Red Cross
societies, to governments and to army commanders. By dint of
perseverance and even stubbornness, at the risk of antagonizing
his correspondents in his efforts to give effect to the dictates of his
conscience, Ferriere finally obtained information little by little at
first and then in an ever increasing volume. Starting from nothing,
he succeeded in setting up the " Civilian Service " of the Prisoners
of War Agency which already in 1914, and even more so from 1939
to 1945, assumed large proportions and rendered such sterling
service."

1 Published by « Eglise nationale protestante de Geneve », 1963.
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The final chapter summarizes the progress achieved : " They set
out as a group of five men, some of whom were unknown, without
the backing of any authority. But their faith inspired their zeal.
After several days of united effort they became aware of a task
which seemed, to impose itself upon them: that of bringing relief
to the most unfortunate of men : the abandoned wounded on the
field of battle. The pioneers—Dunant, Moynier, Dufour, Appia,
Maunoir—were followed by such men as Gustave Ador, Frederic
Ferriere and many others who extended ever wider the scope of
the original idea."
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HISTOIRE DE LA MfiDECINE *
by

JEAN STAROBINSKI

The excellent text and remarkable illustrations in this book
relate.the history of medicine in ancient civilizations, in the Middle
Ages and the Renaissance in Western civilization. It also describes
the stage which medicine has attained today thanks to the dis-
coveries towards the end of the XlXth century and those in which
contemporary science took pride.

The author reminds us that such extraordinary progress is not
without its danger and he concludes : " Medicine today has become
an effective accessory to our will to live but does not relieve us
from the responsibility of enquiring into the aims to which we
should devote our abilities; it gives us additional powers without
clarifying our objectives. However, it will only contribute to our
well-being provided we know what to expect of it. This is the
additional knowledge to which Hippocrates alluded when he said
" medical science, allied with wisdom, is the equal of the gods ".

1 Editions Rencontre and ENI, Lausanne.
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